
10
Perfect
Boudoir
Outfits..



Hello and nice to meet you!

You have just downloaded a very exciting guide that will
take you through 10 different boudoir outfit ideas for your
Experience.

The beautiful thing about boudoir is there is no proper outfit.
There is no perfect image, and it is not for a specific
type of person.
You can wear anything from a wedding veil to a white
Bedsheet.

This guide will give you some inspiration.

And if you have any questions at all shoot me an email at
BoudoirByAllen@Gmail.com

WELCOME



Boots are like the sexy step sister to heels. So fun, so playful. It can
be a sexy pose to be pulling them on ready for a night out. You can
wear them with a dress or with lingerie

1. Boots



2. Bridal
Congrats on your wedding!
A lot of people think bridal boudoir pictures means your veil is
the focal point.
Not true.
There are so many different white pieces you can wear to get
the bridal look without any of the cheese.



3. Garter
The garter is the perfect accessory to match with your bridal
lingerie. They are going to be slipping it off with their teeth come
wedding day so it is a playfull hint at what is to come.



4. Simple White Shirt
This is one of my favorites!
It is so versatile. The button up shirt look has a feel of waking
up late on a Sunday and tossing on a
favorite shirt of your partner’s. It can be tame all the way
buttoned up or spicy pulling it open, taking it off, or letting it
lay so it just barely covers you



5. A Simple Dress

I love to start photoshoots in a simple dress because it can
tell a story of the first part of the date.
When the page turns and you are unzipping or sliding it off
it is a beautiful suggest for what we can expect in the next
few pages! It is also a great to ease into the shoot if the idea
of shooting in lingerie still intimidates you (which it does
for most!)



6. A Corset
What every happened to corsets?
I get it, you can’t breathe in them, but WOW do they look
amazing in photos.
They are incredible flattering on every body type and give
off a subtle role play vibe that can really add to the mood of
your shoot.



7. Stockings and Suspenders
Bet you thought these would make an appearance sooner!
Combined with High Heels they are the pinnacle of sexiness
and really do flatter every women for Boudoir photos as they
just make legs look inches longer and slimmer.
They also provide a great focus for close up shots.



8. Robes etc…
It can be hard to style an outfit that isn’t just a bra and
panties. Robes can give the idea of lounging around the
house, they can be playful to slip off or can even be worn
without a bra underneath to add something to the
imagination



9. Baggy Sweater / Shirt / Jacket
This is what we most commonly start off shoots with because
it is playful, it gives your hands something to do, it is
suggestive and there is something about pulling clothes in all
different directions that is so sexy.



10. One Piece Teddy /
Camisole / Nightie
My absolute personal favorite lingerie to photograph. Maybe
called a body suit or camisole.
I think these are the most under-ratted lingerie there is. I
t is incredibly flattering on all body types and if you have any
areas you prefer to be unseen then these will do the job. There
are a million different designs for how it covers you and it is
more versatile than you would think. I have so many favorite
examples I couldn’t fit them all on one page!



And Finally…
Make Your Boudoir Shoot About You!

Make it personal by adding accessories like jewelry, a scarf, a
hat, sunglasses, bracelets and so on.

I hope I’ve managed to give you some ideas and inspiration
for your boudoir shoot and also some confidence that you
WILL look fantastic and you WILL be so glad you took a leap
of faith and just went ahead and booked.

CONTACT ME HERE  07425 169341
BoudoirByAllen@Gmail.com


